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MEMBERS and VISITORS
The courts, and therefore the available playing time, are a finite resource which needs to be managed!
It is expressly for this reason that the courts are reserved for Members, League, arranged Coaching and
Tournaments only.
Occasional Guests and Visitors are permitted with restrictions as stipulated below.
Our Membership fees are exceptionally reasonable and we would not unreasonably refuse membership to any
person. The club does allow non-members, known as visitors to play under the following restrictions:
• With a Member: A non-member who has been invited by a member to play a game of squash.
• Without a Member: A non-member, who plays on their own or against another visitor.
UNACCEPTABLE PRACTICES:
The following practices are unacceptable. Any member caught transgressing will face disciplinary action by
the Committee which may result in expulsion from the Club.
1. Incorrect Shoes
Only official, non-marking or gum soled squash shoes are allowed. No black soles or any other form of
shoe is permissible. Members or visitors associated with a member found with the incorrect shoes will be
asked to vacate the club immediately and the member may be subject to a R1,000 fine and a 1-month
suspension from any participation at the club.
2. Old equipment
It is the responsibility of all players to ensure that any equipment used will not harm or damage any other
member or club facilities e.g. old flaky grips. Any member or visitor associated with a member found with
old equipment that may cause damage will be asked to vacate the court immediately and the member may
be subject to a R1,000 fine and a 1-month suspension from any participation at the club.
3. Inviting the same visitor on a regular basis
By regular we mean more than once a month. If a person is playing regularly at the club, they should
become a member regardless if they are members elsewhere.
4. Playing with more than one visitor at a time
You can only play one visitor at a time and therefore by having two visitors in one session it will mean that
for a period the visitors will be playing each other with is unacceptable.
5. Inviting two different guests in a month
As a member you should be encouraging players to join the club and not providing non-members with a
“free membership”. This is to prevent groups of members rotating guests.
6. Playing with your spouse or children who are not members
Spouses and children are regarded by the club as visitors and are therefore subject to the aforementioned
rules.
7. Evading the visitors fee by using a second member’s card or allowing a visitor to use your or any
other members card and pin
8. Allowing the same visitor to play more than 5 times in a rolling calendar year
Again, if they want to play regularly, they should be a member.
MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY:
It is in the interest of every member to prevent any abuse of the Club and its facilities because in doing so you
are protecting your own rights as a member. This includes the correct equipment.
The club relies on the honesty and integrity of its members to adhere to these regulations. If the regulations
continue to be abused the Club will be forced to introduce measures, which will increase costs and
inconvenience to members, in an effort to prevent abuse.
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